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Abstract. Nowadays the steel market is becoming ever more competitive for European steelworks, especially as far as flat steel
products are concerned. As such competition determines the price products, profit can be increased only by lowering production
and commercial costs. Production yield can be significantly increased through an appropriate scheduling of the semi-manufactured
products among the available sub-processes, to ensure that customers’ orders are timely completed, resources are optimally
exploited, and delays are minimized. Therefore, an ever-increasing attention is paid toward production optimization through
efficient scheduling strategies in the scientific and industrial communities. This paper proposes a hybrid approach to improve the
flexibility of production scheduling in steelworks producing flat steel products. Such approach combines three methods holding
different scopes and modelling different aspects: an auction-based multi-agent system is applied to face production uncertainties,
multi-objective mixed-integer linear programming is used for global optimal scheduling of resources under steady conditions,
while a continuous flow model copes with long-term production scheduling. According to the obtained simulation results, the
integration and combination of these three approaches allow scheduling production in a flexible way by providing the capability to
adapt to different production conditions.

Keywords: Flat steel production scheduling, hybrid approach, multi-objective mixed-integer linear programming, multi-agent
systems, continuous flow model

1. Introduction

Nowadays the steel sector is dominated by a limited
number of monopoly companies, which are often com-
peting to preserve and possibly increase their shares on
national and international markets. The product price is,
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therefore, determined by such competition, and profits
can be increased mostly by reducing production and
commercial costs. Companies that do not show to be
flexible enough to update their strategies and their or-
ganizational processes, are automatically exposed to
the risk of competitiveness loss. On the other hand,
the steel sector is also facing the challenge of digital-
ization [1,2], which opens new possibilities for imple-
menting advanced approaches, including ones based on
Artificial Intelligence (AI), in any aspects of production
management and control. Digitalization also offers new
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opportunities and tools to increase productivity as an
integral part of its socio-economic and environmental
sustainability [3].

A feasible way to increase productivity in any com-
pany consists in creating a proper and optimized
scheduling for components on available machines so
that each order is completed on time, by maximizing
resources use and minimizing the average production
time.

Most scheduling problems are Non-deterministic
Polynomial-Time Hard (NP-hard) [4,5], i.e. the compu-
tational times of all known solving algorithms exponen-
tially increase with problem size. Therefore, affordable
procedures to find an optimal solution are not available.
Production scheduling in the steel industry is recog-
nized as one of the most difficult and complex indus-
trial scheduling problems [6]. It involves several pro-
duction steps, each of which needs multiple resources,
such as materials, machineries, transport systems (e.g.
cranes, forklifts), and needs to fulfil critical production
constraints. Furthermore, the production process is of-
ten affected by unforeseen events, such as breakdowns
and order cancellations, which can compromise the ini-
tial scheduling plan. Two main approaches are usu-
ally adopted to deal with production scheduling issues,
namely deterministic and dynamic scheduling.

Classical deterministic approaches dominated the
manufacturing scene for a long time and are still used.
According to these approaches, all the parameters of
the systems, such as number of jobs and machines pro-
cessing time, are known in advance. Literature provides
some interesting examples of deterministic scheduling
useful for the steel sector [7,8]. For instance, in [9] the
Hot Strip Mill (HSM) production scheduling problem
is formulated as a Prize Collecting Traveling Sales-
man Problem (PCTSP) model and solved through a
Tabu Search (TS) approach. In [10] the production
scheduling problem in a Cold Rolling Mill (CRM)
is formulated in two parts, a coilmerging optimiza-
tion and a batch planning model. The former prob-
lem is solved through a Discrete Differential Evolution
(DDE) approach, while the latter one is faced through
a hybrid heuristic approach. A scheduling approach
for continuous galvanizing lines based on TS is pre-
sented in [11], while [12] discusses two hybrid strate-
gies based on heuristic and metaheuristic methods fac-
ing the HSM scheduling. Multi-objective approaches
have been also taken into account [13,14]. However, all
these approaches are unsuitable to cope with unforeseen
events, such as breakdowns, special maintenance oper-
ations or delays in the arrival of raw materials, which

can affect the schedule, by preventing fulfilment of the
targeted goals.

On the other hand, the problem of scheduling in pres-
ence of unforeseen events is addressed through dynamic
scheduling strategies [15], and three main approaches
are generally applied [16,17], i.e. reactive, proactive
and hybrid scheduling. In this context, [18,19] pro-
pose a reactive scheduling approach based on Multi-
Agent Systems (MASs) to solve the problem of inte-
grated dynamic scheduling of continuous caster and
HSM, although MASs have been applied in different
cases [20,21]. A reactive scheduling approach based on
brokers in MASs for the dynamic resource allocation
of a Cold Rolling (CR) process is presented in [22].
A reactive approach covering the whole production
chain from primary steelmaking to CRM is presented
in [23]. The re-scheduling problem is formulated as
a Mixed-Integer Programming (MIP) model consider-
ing the original objective, the deviation from the ini-
tial scheduling and the equilibrium of production ca-
pacity, which is solved through a DDE algorithm. Fur-
ther examples of reactive scheduling approaches can
be found in [24–27], which exploit different heuristics
and metaheuristics techniques [13]. In [28] a proac-
tive scheduling of coils at the CRM through a robust
optimization problem solved by Particle Swarm Opti-
mization (PSO) is promoted, while in [29] an ant-based
agent system is presented to deal with asymmetric costs
in scheduling. In [30] a proactive planning system is
proposed, which optimizes the routing of steel coils
among different processing lines by applying a multi-
objective evolutionary algorithm, the Strength Pareto
Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2), to satisfy as set of
Key Performance Indices (KPIs) defined on the basis
of customer orders and production constraints. Another
proactive scheduling for steel plates production is pre-
sented in [31], where Bayesian network models forecast
the probability distributions of production loads and
production times.

The reported literature review shows that production
scheduling is mainly covered by deterministic, reactive
and proactive approaches, while hybrid approaches are
still rarely applied. Deterministic approaches assume
a static environment with a fixed number of tasks to
accomplish, deterministic processing times, machines
continuously available and no unexpected events that
would influence task processing when the schedule is
executed. Proactive scheduling is designed to anticipate
uncertainties and to reduce their impact on production
schedules. Reactive scheduling is mainly used when
preventing uncertainties is not possible due to lack of
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Fig. 1. RAS cold rolling process scheme [32].

sufficient information, and fast actions must be made to
readapt the scheduling whenever an anomalous event
appears. Finally, hybrid scheduling exploits both proac-
tive methods to define the preventive schedule and re-
active approaches to deal with uncertainties not covered
by the proactive initial phase. Each approach copes with
different degrees of uncertainty. Hybrid approaches try
to cover the range of uncertainty as much as possible,
but the complexity of such approaches is much higher
than single approaches.

This paper presents a hybrid approach for improving
the flexibility of production scheduling in flat steel pro-
duction, which combines and integrates different strate-
gies: a Multi-Objective Mixed-Integer Linear Program-
ming (MOMILP)-based approach supports global opti-
mal resources scheduling under steady conditions, an
auction-based MAS is used to deal with uncertainties of
the production, and a Continuous Flow Model (CFM)
approach faces long-term production scheduling. Each
method has a distinct scope and different modelling
aspects which allow coping with dynamic aspects of
the production. All these aspects may be tackled by a
hybrid approach taking the advantage of mixing dif-
ferent strategies to deal with uncertainties while tak-
ing into account the achievement of the company’s ob-
jectives. Compared to previous literature works on the

same subject, the proposed combined approach allows
scheduling production in a flexible way and is capable
to adapt to different production conditions, by merg-
ing the benefits of the single approaches while over-
coming their drawbacks. Therefore, it allows increasing
production efficiency with cost and resource savings,
achieving higher product quality and maximizing plant
performance.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly
describes the real industrial use case and formalises the
scheduling problem. In Section 3 the proposed hybrid
approach for flexible production scheduling is presented
and in Section 4 a detailed description of each method
is reported. Numerical simulation results are presented
and discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 proposes
some concluding remarks and hints for future work.

2. Use case description

Steel is cold rolled to produce flat products such
as deep-drawing sheet and packaging steel. The most
widespread process is the strip CR, which exploits hot
rolled strips as raw material and outputs flat products
in different shapes. In particular, the industrial process
addressed in this work is the CR process of Rasselstein
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Table 1
Notation used for the formulation of the scheduling problem and for the optimization methods

Variable Description
α Machine environment
β Job characteristic and constraints
γ Objective function
Rm(σ) Set of m unrelated machines in parallel at stage σ
yij,k Amount of product i stored in the storage j at time step k
rij,k Processing rate of product i on machine j at time step k
uij,k Proportion of product i in the total production on machine j at time step k
di,k Demand of product i at the time step k
uj,k Upper limit of production on machine j at time step k
y
j,k

, yj,k Lower and upper limit of storage j at time step k
γdemand(uij,k) Production quantity cost function related to demand of product i dependent on uij,k
cdemand,i Cost related to demand of product i
γmachine, cost

(
uij,k

)
Production cost function related to product i on machine j dependent on uij,k

cmachine,ij,k Cost related to production of product i on machine j at time step k
γuse

(
uij,k

)
Usage cost function related to product i on machine j dependent on uij,k

cuse,ij,k Cost related to usage of machine j to produce product i on at time step k
γstore

(
uij,k

)
Storage cost function related to product i on storage j dependent on uij,k

cij,+, cij,− Penalty costs related to storage of product i on storage j
γchange

(
uij,k

)
Change cost function related to product i on machine j dependent on uij,k

cchange,ij,k Cost related to change of product i on machine j at time step k
f1 (x) , . . . , fϕ (x) Objective functions
x Vector of variables
cTω Vector of costs associated to problem ω
A,Aeq Matrices for inequality and equality constraints
xL, xU Lower and upper bounds of x
P Set of jobs
M Set of machines
S Set of production stages
pi,j Processing time of job i on machine j
tsetup
j Setup time of machine j
tpmin
j,j′ Minimum process-related idle time that job i must wait from machine j to machine j′

FUi,σ Binary variable, true when job i must perform stage σ
FBCi,Batch, FBCi,Continuous Binary variable, true when job i must perform batch or continuous annealing stage
Wi Weight of job i
Stockσ Total weight of jobs waiting to be processed at stage σ
Wlowσ , Whighσ Minimum and maximum capacity of warehouse at stage σ
FCi,σ Binary variable, true when job i has already performed stage σ
Xi,j , Xi,j′ Binary variable, true when job i is assigned to machine j or j′

tsi,σ , ts
i′,σ Starting time of job i or i′ at stage σ

tfi,σ Finishing time of job i at stage σ
Zi,i′,σ , Zi′,i,σ Binary variable, true when job i is processed before i′ or job i′ is processed before i at stage σ
Fi,σ Binary variable, true when job i undergoes stage σ
Mσ Set of machines at stage σ
wi,σ Waiting time of job i at stage σ
B Problem constant
FW i,j Binary variable, true when job i has been worked on machine j in a previous iteration
Cmax Makespan
τ Upper bound of makespan
γTHR Throughput cost function
γOCT Overall completion time cost function

(RAS), a company located in Andernach, Germany,
which is schematically depicted in Fig. 1.

The first step of the production chain is the pick-
ling process, where the scale that has formed on the
surface of the hot rolled strips is removed using di-
luted sulfuric acid. Afterwards, semi-finished products

are cold rolled by five- or six-stand tandem CR mills.
In this process, the steel strip thickness is reduced by
approximately 90% by high pressure in the stands. A
palm oil/water mixture is used for cooling the strip. CR
produces a smoother surface with higher dimensional
accuracy and, due to the work hardening effect, greater
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Fig. 2. Machine environment scheme.

strength as well. In order to eliminate work hardening
after CR, heat treatment by annealing, e.g. batch-based
or continuous-based, is frequently applied. A degreas-
ing process is usually carried out before annealing, to
remove substances from the surface of cold rolled strips
such as mineral or vegetable oils coming from mechan-
ical processing and cleaning. After annealing and tem-
per rolling, two types of coating processes are carried
out, i.e. tinning and chromium plating, which provide
corrosion resistance. This production step is then fol-
lowed by other treatments, such as film laminating and
lacquering, slitting, cutting, recoiling, etc.

2.1. Problem formulation

A scheduling problem consists of assigning jobs to
machines at each stage (global routing) and sequencing
the jobs assigned to the same machine (local sequenc-
ing) so that some optimality criteria are minimized.
Most real-life scheduling problems are essentially more
complex than those considered in scheduling theory.
Here, the production process at RAS is mapped through
a framework and notation commonly used in produc-
tion planning [33] and summarized in Table 1. Accord-
ing to this notation, classes of scheduling problems are
specified by a classification triplet (α|β|γ), where:

– the α field describes the machine environment and
contains only one entry;

– the β field gives details of processing character-
istics and constraints and may contain no entry at
all, one single entry, or multiple entries;

– the γ field describes the objective criterion to be
minimized and often contains one single entry.

In the present work, the scheduling problem from
pickling to coating stages is covered. The production
system is composed of multiple production stages, and
there are parallel machines for all of the stages except
the first stage (i.e. pickling). Each machine in parallel
has its own properties. Therefore, the whole produc-
tion is a generalization of the flow shop with different
production stages and unrelated machines in parallel,
i.e. flexible flow shop or hybrid flow shop, described as
follows:

α = FF6 =
(

Rm(1),Rm(2), . . . ,Rm(6)
)

(1)

where Rm(σ), σ = 1, . . . , 6 represents the set of m
unrelated machines in parallel at stage σ. Specifically,
in the considered machine environment, there are six
stages, and m ∈ {1, 2, 3, 5}.

A scheme of the considered machine environment is
shown in Fig. 2. There are 1 pickling (P1), 2 CRs (CR1
and CR2), 5 degreasing (D1, D2, D3, D4 and D5), 5 an-
nealing (2 batch BA1 and BA2, 3 continuous CA1, CA2
and CA3), 3 temper rolling (TR1, TR2 and TR3) and
5 coating (CO1, CO2, CO3, CO4 and CO5) machines
located at stages 1 to 6. For the continuous annealing
lines, the degreasing operation is integrated in the plant,
thus, for these lines the degreasing stage was added to
the machine environment as (D3-D5). However, there
is a strict production path from D3-D5 to CA1-CA3,
such as shown in Fig. 2. The lines at each stage are
also characterized by different speed values and func-
tionalities, processing quantities and qualities and setup
times. Intermediate buffers are used for supporting con-
tinuous production, where output products of the pre-
vious process stage are stored and serve as inputs for
the next processing step. Furthermore, the stocks of
semi-finished products have different capacities.
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To classify the β field the following points should be
taken into account:

– All facilities except BA1 and BA2 can process jobs
individually at a given time, which means that for
BA1 and BA2, β = batch(b), where b represents
the number of jobs.

– Since CR is a sequential production, process and
jobs must be completed before another job is al-
lowed to start; thus, the precedence constraint
β = prec is considered.

– Machines at each stage have different criteria and
their inputs and outputs may be different. Usually,
planners take only some special machines into
account to produce specific products. Hence for
such a job, the constraint β = Mi is considered,
where Mi denotes the set of machines that can
process job i.

– At all stages, preemptions are not allowed.
– Machines may not be continuously available, as

breakdowns can occur, which may cause severe
capacity losses; thus, the constraint β = brkdwn
is considered.

The objective to minimize, i.e. the γ field, can con-
sider different items [34] according to the method used
for the optimization. In the considered scheduling prob-
lem, the target is to produce a flexible scheduling max-
imizing the overall plant utilization and meeting the
monthly planned production volume by considering or-
der priorities as well as quality, production constraints
and machines breakdowns.

3. Hybrid approach for flexible production
scheduling

Computer-aided Production Planning and Control
(PPC) systems are used for the operational planning and
control of product activities in an industrial plant [35].
Over the past decades, various concepts for produc-
tion planning and control have emerged, although
the hierarchical-sequential arrangement of PPC tasks
clearly predominates [36]. An overview and compari-
son of 20 different PPC concepts is compiled by Meudt
et al. [37].

While the pure commercial processes in the different
industries do not significantly differ, the production cy-
cles show their individual as well as partly unique char-
acteristics and require special solutions in the PPC envi-
ronment. Although specific solutions with a steel focus
have been developed for individual selected PPC tasks,
a holistic approach for the task of in-house production

Fig. 3. Frequency distribution of rescheduling with causes over a
period of one week. Average values derived from different flat steel
facilities producing base material for several industries (cars, food
packaging, etc.).

Fig. 4. Hybrid approach scheme.

planning and control at the different planning levels
is missing. Indeed, these characteristics can be found
not just in steel industry but in other similar produc-
tion industries such as paper or aluminium coil produc-
tion, or wafer fabrication facilities in semi-conductor
industry, where different factors may occur such as un-
expected breakdowns, last minute order changes be-
cause of quality issues, stocking limitations for work
in progress products or urgent orders requiring changes
in production prioritization. Actually, Fig. 3 shows the
average number of those events asking for continuous
production replanning.

The proposed hybrid scheduling approach addresses
this issue. The scheme of the developed approach is
depicted in Fig. 4, where, on the vertical axis, the plan-
ning horizon is reported, while the planning accuracy
of each method is reported on the horizontal axis. This
approach can be divided into three levels with different
planning horizons as well as planning accuracies, which
are described in more detail in the next subsections.
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3.1. Long-term planning

In industries with flexible flow production schemas,
production programs are often compiled on the basis of
order-less product structures and their quantity-related
characteristics over a production period. These prod-
uct structures comprise aggregations of finished mate-
rials with similar material flows within production. In
these material flows, a high degree of branching can
occur with increasing vertical integration and complex-
ity, which is why the structures of semi-finished prod-
ucts also show a high planning relevance. This aspect
is addressed by the long-term planning level (monthly
basis) of the hybrid scheduling approach by taking into
account the development of inventories and their struc-
tures per manufacturing level together with the defined
planning limits. On this basis, rough feasibility studies
of these order-less production programs can be carried
out as well as capacity planning with the stored shift
patterns from workforce scheduling. For fast and com-
prehensible results, the top of the pyramid with its CFM
is applied. In this order-less approach for the long-term
horizon, the planning problem is simplified to a reason-
able level. Hence, a manufacturing system can be ap-
proximately represented by a time-continuous or time-
discrete dynamic model. The development of a dynamic
model of a manufacturing system requires the definition
of state (inventory at each production stage) and con-
trol variables (production). Besides, the capacity con-
straints are also considered in this model. The formu-
lated continuous scheduling problem is an optimal con-
trol problem with state constraints, and then this can be
calculated in a rendering horizontal scheme [38]. Dif-
ferent production routes of the relevant product groups
can be taken into account in this mass flow method.
At this level, the user can exploit these options to plan
capacities and coordinate the product portfolio to be
produced (lowest planning accuracy of the three levels
of the hybrid approach).

3.2. Mid-term planning

After the release from sales department, the produc-
tion program is filled with concrete orders, which serve
as an order backlog for the mid-term planning level
of the hybrid scheduling approach. Under static con-
ditions and a higher level of details, valid order lots
(group of orders in a defined sequence) are created per
plant with orders from the pool in sequence planning,
which also takes into account the steel-specific aspect
of the development of the inventory structures as well

as plant-related restrictions. This mid-term planning
task is carried out by a MOMILP algorithm, whereby
the planning targets are taken from long-term plan-
ning and extended by additional order-related objectives
(e.g., minimization of delays). It provides a preliminary
global optimal resource scheduling under static condi-
tions, i.e., based on production orders and not consid-
ering unexpected events. MILP techniques are used to
solve different types of industrial problems, including
gas distribution [39], cutting and packing [40], energy
and by-products management [41,42], production plan-
ning [43] and scheduling [44]. Their importance lies
in both their wide application and the availability of
effective general-purpose techniques for finding nearly
optimal solutions. However, the techniques require high
computation time, which is a disadvantage that makes
dynamic scheduling for continuous production difficult.
To reduce the computation time, a complexity reduction
of the optimization problem has been integrated. With
this tool, the user can create plans regarding the routing
and sequencing of released orders at medium level of
planning accuracy.

3.3. Short-term planning

Short-term planning at the shop-floor level relates
to material pieces/coils allocated to the planned orders
from the lots defined in mid-term planning. The high
planning accuracy derived from this stage is further
tightened by taking into account all relevant data in
real-time. Due to the dynamic environment character-
izing flat steel industry, this capability is essential for
the required huge degree of flexibility. Therefore, this
short-term planning task is realized through an auction-
based MAS predestined for uncertain scheduling envi-
ronments regarding resource availability, and is char-
acterized by its responsiveness, flexibility and robust-
ness. On a negotiation platform, different agents rep-
resent production facilities, the coils to be produced,
and auxiliary agents. Thereby, coils can bid on different
auction processes at each resource with an available
virtual budget de-pending on their status. Concerning
the lowest virtual costs, the utility maximization of each
resource agent is balanced with the coil agent’s objec-
tive. This approach acts towards the user as an adviser
and delivers robust reaction strategies based on real-
time process data. Whereas global optimality condi-
tions are taken into account at mid-term planning, the
short-term approach focuses on considering advanced
aspects depending on the current status of the manufac-
turing plants, such as regularity in the sequence of coils
being processed, as an additional constraint to increase
the quality of the operations.
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Fig. 5. Hybrid approach scheme.

3.4. Interaction among planning levels

The workflow showing the interaction among the
methods follows a top-down strategy is shown in Fig. 5.
The user controls the hybrid planning process at the
long-term planning level and provides information on
the current storage capacities, the selected production
strategy, and planned downtimes to the CFM. Due to the
simplified problem formulation, the CFM can provide
a flow-optimized long-term planning with a planning
horizon of 1–2 months. For each production facility this
planning is provided as per-day production targets to
the mid-term planning level (e.g., target amount of tons
per material per day). According to these targets the
MOMILP selects suitable orders from the order-book
and produces an order-optimal target schedule for each
production facility, which is provided to the coil-based
MAS for execution. The MAS can provide flexible real-
time schedules which can consider the current produc-
tion state and react dynamically on incidents without
the need for a full replanning.

The hybrid approach improves robustness and trans-
parency of the production planning results considering

a global production strategy. A detail description of
each method is reported in the next section.

4. Applied methods for hybrid approach

4.1. Continuous flow model approach

For long-term planning it is reasonable to simplify
the formulation of the planning problem. Therefore,
a manufacturing system can be represented approxi-
mately by a time continuous or time discrete dynamic
model. Let us for instance consider a s stages process
as shown in Fig. 6.

The following model applies to the first storage:

yij,k+1 = yij,k + di,k − ri1,kui1,k (2)

and to all others:

yij,k+1 = yij,k + rij,kuij,k − rij+1,kuij+1,k (3)

where di,k is the demand of product i at time step k,
yij,k is the amount of product i stored in the storage
j at the time step k and rij,k is the processing rate of
product i on machines j and uij,k is the proportion of
product i in the total production on machine j at the
time step k. For the upper and lower limit of production
on the machine j applies: 0 6

∑
i uij,k 6 ūi,k and

uij,k > 0 and for the storage the following limits apply:
y
j,k

6
∑
i yij,k 6 ȳj,k.

The objective function to be minimize is the follow-
ing:

minuij,k
∑n

k=0
γdemand (uij,k)

+γmachine, cost (uij,k) + γuse (uij,k) (4)

+γstore (uij,k) + γchange (uij,k)

where γdemand (uij,k) =
∑N
i=1 cdemand,i ‖di,k − uij,k‖2

ensures that at the end of the process the prescribed
production rate per product or production quantity
γdemand (yij,k) =

∑N
i=1 cdemand,i ‖di,k − yij,k‖2 is

achieved.
The production costs and other quality parameters

per product i on the machine j can be considered as
γmachine, cost (uij,k) =

∑
ij cmachine ij,kuij,k.

If more than one production route for a product is
possible or if the full capacity of the machines is not
necessary for the production, the use of a machine
γuse (uij,k) =

∑
ij cuse,ij,k |uij,k| can be penalized over

the 1-norm to achieve a sparse solution, i.e. the ma-
chines that are not in use are stopped.
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Fig. 6. s stages manufacturing system for N products consisting of Q machines and Q+ 1 storages.

The deviation from the pre-set storage level can be
considered as γstore (uij,k) =

∑
j cij,+max (

∑
i yij,k−

ȳj,k, 0) + cij,−max(y
j,k
−
∑
i yij,k). The variation in

storage level is proportional to tardiness or earliness.
If the storage level is above a soft limit, the product
arrives later (tardiness); if it is below a soft limit the
product arrives earlier (earliness).

Furthermore, a frequent change between the prod-
ucts can be dampened or prevented by the following
γchange (uij,k) =

∑
ij cchange,ij,k |uij,k − uij,k−1|.

4.2. Multi-objective mixed-integer linear programming
approach

The proposed approach is based on the lexicographic
method [45], which is an a priori method, used when a
preference exists among the objective functions, and a
Pareto front is not needed because trade-off information
is not required. Let f1(x) = cT1 x, . . . , fϕ(x) = cTϕx
be the objective functions expressed in order of impor-
tance, i.e. f1(x), is the most important and fϕ(x) is
the least important. The method solves a sequence of
Single-Objective Optimisation (SOO) problems, where
problem ω has the form:

minfω(x) = cTωx
Aeqx = 0, Ax 6 0
xL 6 x 6 xU

fq(x) 6 f∗q q = 1, . . . , ω − 1
xl ∈ Z for some l

(5)

here cTω is the cost function of a N-component vector ar-
gument x = (x1, . . . , xN ) , Aeqx = 0 are the equality
constraints, Ax 6 0 are the inequality constraints, xL

and xU are lower and upper bounds of x, xl are integer
variables, and f∗q the optimal value of the problem with
ω = q.

Furthermore, an iterative strategy that allows produc-
ing a scheduling of a selected number of jobs over a
specific timeframe has been implemented. In this way,
the algorithm is run iteratively with updated plant infor-

mation. At each iteration a number of jobs is selected
to be processed. A job is considered as a group of coils
belonging to the same order, and this group is processed
as a unique block from start to end of its production.
Modelling jobs instead of single semi-finished products
allows the mathematical optimization solver managing
problem variables in an easier way, by avoiding com-
putational overloading and long optimization times.

A detailed description of the mathematical formal-
ization of the optimization problem follows. Some of
its parts are based on the work of Hadera et al. [46].

4.2.1. Sets and parameters
Let P be the sets of jobs composed of semi-finished

products, namely coils to be processed. They are known
in advance and can be, for instance, the jobs to be pro-
cessed in a given day. Let M be the set of machines
(e.g. P1, CR1, CR2, etc.), let S be the set of production
stages (i.e. 1, 2, etc.). The processing time pi,j depends
both on the job i and on the machine j where it is pro-
cessed. Machines have a setup time tsetup

j and there is a
minimum process-related idle time tmin

j,j′ that a job must
wait from machine j to machine j′ because it is not in
use, despite its availability. Process-related idle time
also includes the transportation time.

In order to model jobs priorities, binary parameters
FUi,σ, i ∈ P, σ ∈ S are introduced, where FUi,σ =
1 means that job i must perform stage σ. Thus, if
FUi,σ = 1, for σ = 6, job i must complete the Coat-
ing step. Since a job can be batch or continuous an-
nealed, depending on order requirements, binary pa-
rameters FBCi,Batch and FBCi,Continuous, i ∈ P are in-
troduced. Therefore, if FBCi,Continuous = 1 job i must
undergo continuous annealing. Furthermore, to take
into account the strict production path from D1 and D2
to BA1 and BA2, and from D3, D4, and D5 to CA1,
CA2 and CA3, binary parameters FWi,j , i ∈ P, j ∈
{D1,D2,D3,D4,D5,BA1,BA2,CA1,CA2,CA3} are
introduced, where FWi,j = 1 means that i has been
worked on machine j in a previous iteration.
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Each job i has a weight Wi. A job can be stocked
in a warehouse WH waiting to be processed starting at
a given stage. Let Stockσ be the total weight of jobs
waiting to be processed starting from stage σ. For in-
stance, Stock3 is the total weight of jobs that have com-
pleted the CR stage and are waiting to be degreased.
There are min and max limits Wlowσ, Whighσ for the
weight in the warehouse WH of every stage σ. The bi-
nary parameter FCi,σ indicates whether job i, has al-
ready performed stage σ (FCi,σ = 1 in the affirmative
case, FCi,σ = 0 otherwise).

4.2.2. Variables
To model the assignment of job i to machine j, a

binary variable Xi,j is used. This variable must be uni-
tary if i is assigned to j, and null otherwise. Starting
and finishing times of jobs are modelled by variables
tsi,σ, t

f
i,σ . They represent starting and finishing times of

job i at stage σ, respectively (tsi,σ = tfi,σ = 0, if i does
not perform stage σ). A binary variable, necessary for
this formulation, represents precedence relations be-
tween two jobs i, i′ in a given stage. Zi,i′,σ = 1 if i is
processed before i′ at stage σ, Zi,i′,σ = 0 otherwise.
Jobs might not be processed immediately from stage to
stage, and, thus, there might be waiting times. These
waiting times are modelled by variables wi,σ .

Binary variables Fi,σ indicate whether job i under-
goes stage σ (1 in the affirmative case, 0 otherwise).

4.2.3. Constraints and objective functions
The following equality and inequalities serve to

model the constraints of the problem and mathemat-
ically define the variables. Exactly Fi,σ machines
(namely either 0 or 1, depending on whether the job
undergoes the stage) must process a job i in a given
stage σ, thus:∑

i∈M̄σ

Xi,j = Fi,σ,∀i ∈ P, σ ∈ S (6)

where M̄σ is the set of machines at stage σ.
The finishing time of job i in a given stage σ is com-

puted as follows:

tfi,σ =
∑
j∈M̄σ

Xi,jpi,j + tsi,σ,∀σ ∈ S, i ∈ P (7)

The next equation defines the waiting time between
stages as the difference between the starting time of
stage σ + 1 and the finishing time of stage σ:

wi,σ = tsi,σ+1 − t
f
i,σ′ ,∀i ∈ P, σ ∈ S, σ < |S| (8)

Waiting times between stages have restrictions: a job
should wait at least its process-related idle time needed

to be processed on the next stage:

tmin
j,j′ (Xi,j +Xi,j′ − 1)−B (1− Fi,σ) 6 wi,σ,

∀i ∈ P, σ ∈ S, j ∈ M̄σ, j
′ ∈ M̄σ+1 (9)

where B is a constant with a high value.
The precedence relations are defined by the following

equations, which express the fact that if i is processed
before i′ on the machine j, then tsi′,σ > tfi,σ plus the
setup time of machine j:

tsi′,σ > tfi,σ + tsetup
j −B

(3− Zi,i′,σ −Xi,j −Xi′,j) ,∀i 6= i′ (10)

∈ P, σ < |S| ∈ S, j ∈ M̄σ

The following equation allows the precedence rela-
tion between two jobs being well defined: either i is
processed before i′ or i′ is processed before i:

Zi,i′,σ + Zi′,i,σ = 1,∀i < i′ ∈ P, σ ∈ S (11)

To model the strict production path from D1 and D2
to BA1 and BA2, and from D3, D4, and D5 to CA1,
CA2 and CA3 the following set of constraints were
considered:

FWi,D1 +Xi,D1 + FWi,D2 +Xi,D2+

Xi,CA1 +Xi,CA2 +Xi,CA3 6 1,∀i ∈ P (12)

FWi,D3 +Xi,D3 +Xi,BA1 +Xi,BA2+

Xi,CA2 +Xi,CA3 6 1,∀i ∈ P (13)

FWi,D4 +Xi,D4 +Xi,BA1 +Xi,BA2+

Xi,CA1 +Xi,CA3 6 1,∀i ∈ P (14)

FWi,D5 +Xi,D5 +Xi,BA1 +Xi,BA2+

Xi,CA1 +Xi,CA2 6 1,∀i ∈ P (15)

Xi,D3 = Xi,CA1 (16)

Xi,D4 = Xi,CA2 (17)

Xi,D5 = Xi,CA3 (18)

To model the requirement of an order related to batch
or continuous annealing the following set of constraints
are considered:

Xi,D1 +Xi,D2 + FBCi,Batch 6 1,∀i ∈ P (19)

Xi,CA1 +Xi,CA2 +Xi,CA3+

FBCi,Continuous 6 1,∀i ∈ P (20)

The constraint to ensure priority of a job is modelled
as follows:
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Fi,σ > FUi,σ, i ∈ P, σ ∈ S (21)

A job can perform only stages that it has not yet
performed. This is modelled by the constraint:

Fi,σ 6 1− FCi,σ, ∀i ∈ P,∀σ ∈ S (22)

Moreover, a stage can be completed only if the pre-
vious stages have been completed, therefore:

Fi,σ+1 6 Fi,σ,∀σ ∈ S − {6} (23)

The latest ending time for the scheduling must not be
exceeded at any given moment, this is ensured by the
equation:

tfi,σ 6 Cmax 6 τ, ∀σ ∈ S, i ∈ P (24)

where Cmax is the Makespan, i.e. the completion time
of the last job to leave the system, and τ is the upper
bound for the selected timeframe.

The following constraints ensures that the weight
stocked at a given warehouse lies within the limits at
any moment:

Stockσ +
∑
i∈P

WiFi,σ−1 6 Whighσ,∀σ ∈ S (25)

Stockσ −
∑
i∈P

WiFi,σ > Wlowσ,∀σ ∈ S (26)

Finally, the total weight of jobs (throughput) that
undergo each production stage must be maximized:
thus, the minimum of the following objective function
is sought:

γTHR =
∑

i∈P,σ∈S
−Fi,σWi (27)

It is also possible to maximize only the total weight of
jobs that complete the last production stage (σ = 6). In
addition, a component of Cmax can be added to the first
objective to help the resolution of the second problem,
whose objective function is represented by:

γOCT =
∑

i∈P,σ∈S
tfi,σ (28)

Therefore, the overall completion time measured by
the sum of the finishing times of all the jobs in all the
stages is minimized.

Once the MILP algorithm has found a solution, the
parameters are updated accordingly: parameters Stockσ
are updated so that the stocked weight at the end of
the timeframe is computed by subtracting, from the
previous stocked weight, the weight of jobs that moved
forward in the production line, and by adding the new
jobs stocked at that warehouse. Parameters FCi,σ reflect

the new stage completions of the products. Finally, flag
parameters are also updated.

In order to run the algorithm in an iterative way, the
finishing times of jobs on a machine j are calculated,
so that new jobs can start on j only after the finish-
ing time of last job on j in the previous iteration. To
ensure that the weight of stocked jobs never exceeds
the maximum stock limit for any warehouse, a check
on the residual available stock weight is performed at
every stage σ: the total weight of jobs that have per-
formed the stage σ is computed

(∑
i∈P WiFi,σ

)
; if

this total weight is greater than the residual weight(
Whighσ+1 − Stockσ+1

)
of the next warehouse WH,

then jobs in the next iteration can start stage σ only
after maxi∈P tsi,σ+1, namely after all jobs worked in the
previous iteration left the warehouse WH.

4.3. Auction-based multi-agent approach

While the MOMILP approach works at order level,
the auction-based multi-agent scheduling system was
selected as a convenient alternative to the local sequenc-
ing problem at coil level, providing enough feasibil-
ity and flexibility when uncertainty regarding resource
availability is relevant.

For the short-term scheduling a negotiation platform
is setup using the Extensible Messaging and Presence
Protocol (XMPP), where different agents represent-
ing the relevant production plants and the coils being
produced, as well as some auxiliary agents (logger,
launcher and browser agents) exchange information in
real time. The adopted architecture enables distributing
negotiations, where the platform can be operated inside
one container, virtual system or computer, while agents
can operate at different systems connected through TCP
protocol. In order to avoid inter-lock mechanisms an
asynchronous dialog was implemented.

Figure 7 shows the designed autonomous MAS and
the implemented sequence diagram for an agent rep-
resenting a continuous annealing plant, where some of
the innovative components are introduced.

Several actors are involved in the system:
– Coil agent: it refers to each individual coil in pro-

duction. It is equipped with the recommended rout-
ing as well as with operating characteristics and
a virtual budget, allowing them to bid to the dif-
ferent auction processes at the different resources,
according to their status.

– Resource agents: two types of Resource Agent
are implemented: Transportation Agent and Ware-
house Agent. The former moves coils from one
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Fig. 7. Sequence diagram adopted by the continuous annealing agent in auction state.

location to another one, the latter provides infor-
mation about availability to drop coils, has prede-
fined capacity and admits or rejects reservation as
function of current load and capacity.

– Plant agent: it is responsible to support the auction
at any time. It books transportation to transport
the coil to the resource, books warehouse space,
checking in both cases for real-time availability. It
negotiates with active Coil Agents searching to be
processed and informs Log Agent of won bid in
case of assigned processing to coil.

– Virtual agents: two types of Virtual Agent have
been implemented, Log Agent and Browser Agent.
The former traces communications and actions
that are being taken in the system, the latter checks
log registers and provides requested information
to agents in the system (for instance Plant Agents
ask for the current active coils).

Multi-optimization objectives are allowed, where an
equilibrium among benefits for plants and for coils need
to be found in an incremental way. The auction is a
multistep system including counterbidding. The bid-
ding also includes intelligence, as the Coil Agent can be
aware of the averaged costs from previous auctions and
it is sensitive to the urgency, depending on the deadline

and the number of failed auctions already experienced,
by using a rule-based approach. Additional complex-
ity can be implemented by integrating inner logistics
rules in the scoring process of Coil Agents bidding for
available production slots throughout a subagent mech-
anism, where the Plant Agent is in charge of recruit-
ing transport and warehouse resources for the operation
before launching the auction itself (pre-auction phase),
where different costs for inner logistics are considered.
Dialog with plant and sub-agents is highlighted in blue
colour in Fig. 7, where sequence diagram describes the
communication flows in asynchronous way between the
involved agents.

Initially the coils belong to specific orders where
their production route is defined as a string sequence
of plants separated by a ‘;’, accepting regular expres-
sion such as “P1;CR2;D[3-5];CA[1,3];TR[2-3];CO.*”.
Coils belonging to the same order inherits the sequence,
in such a way they know the targeted plants, so the
agent representing the coil can apply when such plants
offer an auction. Such approach also allows that if a coil
fails in achieving the required quality thresholds, it can
be reassigned to a different order, including a different
route of targeted plants, by means of the launcher agent.

On the side of the plant, after submitting invitation to
coils present in the negotiation platform and collecting
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Fig. 8. Two stage process with two products.

the submitted bids for those interested in the auction, a
preliminary scoring approach is conducted and based
on it, a counterbid is requested to such coils. When
the counterbid is received, the final rank is produced
and confirmation is requested to winner, with rotation
in case of not agreement. When confirmed, resolution
messages are sent to the not winning participants and
auction becomes closed. Then, cycle starts again.

In the scoring process currently similarity to the ac-
tual operation parameters is used as fitness criteria, to
get smooth transitions between coils in the production
sequence. However, more advanced criteria can be eas-
ily implemented, such as estimated energy required
during process among other aspects.

5. Results

5.1. Case A: Long-term planning with prediction of
material flow and storage level

In the first experiment, the long-term planning of a
a two-step process (e.g. pickling and CR) as shown in
Fig. 8 is performed. Two different products, P1 and P2,
have to be manufactured. The process chain consists of
a raw material storage unit storage 0, a first machine
M1, followed by a storage unit at stage 1 and then a
second machine M2 and a finished product storage unit
storage 2 at stage 2. The processing time for P1 on M1

is 7 min, while for P2 is 4 min, M2 needs 3 min to
manufacture P1 and 8 min for P2. The processing time
is inversely proportional to the processing rate. Further-
more, it is assumed that each product weights 20 tons
per item. The aim is to produce for 1200 tons/day of
P1 and 800 tons/day of P2, i.e., 60/40 items as quickly
as possible over 30 days. These items are delivered ev-
ery morning to the entry storage 0. The next step is to
investigate how a production stop for P1 on M1 and
M2 affects production. In this case it is assumed that
the production of P1 on M2 will be stopped at intervals
of day 4 to day 8 due to maintenance and on M2 at
intervals of day 17 to day 21 due to company holidays.

Fig. 9. The quality of the figure but also of other figures present in
the paper have been reduced compared to the reviewed manuscript.

The simulation is performed in MATLABr environ-
ment and it takes less than 1 minute. The results are
shown in Fig. 9. As soon as the production of P1 on
M2 fails, the quantity produced on M1 is temporarily
stored in the storage 1. If product P1 cannot be pro-
duced on M2, the full production capacity of M1 is
used for P2. Since M2 cannot process the increased
production quantity immediately, it is temporary stored
in storage 1 and processed later. Table 2 summarises
the quantities to be produced per product and machine
on a daily basis and serves as a specification for the
Mid-Term Planning.

5.2. Case B: Mid-term planning for global scheduling
with production targets

In the second experiment, the MOMILP-based ap-
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Table 2
Daily produced product quantity of P1 and P2 on M1 at Stage 1 and
M2 at Stage 2

M1 (Stage 1) M2 (Stage 2)
Days P1 (tons) P2 (tons) P1 (tons) P2 (tons)

1 1000 800 1600 1400
2 1000 800 1000 800
3 1000 800 1000 800
4 1000 800 1000 800
5 1000 800 0 800
6 1000 800 0 800
7 0 800 0 800
8 0 800 0 800
9 3000 800 5000 800

10 1000 800 1000 800
11 1000 800 1000 800
12 1000 800 1000 800
13 1000 800 1000 800
14 1000 800 1000 800
15 1000 800 1000 800
16 1000 800 1000 800
17 1000 800 1000 800
18 0 800 0 800
19 0 800 0 800
20 0 800 0 800
21 0 800 0 800
22 3657 800 3657 800
23 2343 800 2343 800
24 1000 800 1000 800
25 1000 800 1000 800
26 1000 800 1000 800
27 1000 800 1000 800
28 1000 800 1000 800
29 1000 800 1000 800
30 1086 950 1136 842

proach is fed with production targets provided by the
CFM. The objective is to provide the global scheduling
of several jobs under static conditions aiming at satis-
fying quantities provided by the CFM with a 10% of
tolerance.

The designed MOMILP-based approach is imple-
mented through the PuLP library of Python program-
ming language. The library allows modelling linear
programming problems and is supported by different
optimization solvers. In particular, the solver used for
the simulation is GUROBI, which shows the best per-
formances among the tested ones. Furthermore, Gantt
charts are used for the graphical representations of the
scheduling, which are built through Plotly (a library for
Python based on the Dash framework).

In the simulation experiment, the global scheduling
of 700 jobs each of which composed of 3 coils with
a weight of 10 tons has to be accomplished in a daily
timeframe. Jobs are selected according to their due date
and are equally distributed among the production stages.
Since a job can be batch or continuous annealed, its
routing path is randomly selected by properly initializ-

Table 3
Initial stock of semi-finished products

Stage Stocks (%)
1 63.9
2 19.4
3 25.0
4 13.3
5 36.1
6 19.4

Table 4
Planned stock limits of semi-finished products

Max. (%) Min. (%)
Pickled material 41.7 11.1
Cold rolled material 38.9 22.8
Degreased material 16.7 2.8
Annealed material 52.2 30.6
Temper rolled material 33.3 13.9
Coating material 66.7 –

Table 5
Optimization performances for each iteration (g = gap, t = time)

It. g 1st (%) t 1st (sec) g 2nd (%) t 2nd (sec)
1 0.0 5.1 69.6 300.5
2 8.9 300.3 30.2 300.1
3 0.0 5.8 14.6 300.5
4 0.0 6.0 10.8 300.3
5 0.0 1.7 9.8 301.0

ing the flags FBCi,Batch and FBCi, Continuous. The initial
stocked materials are reported in Table 3. Furthermore,
machines average processing times are considered for
the simulation, machines setup times between subse-
quent jobs are assumed to be negligible, the minimum
process-related idle time for each job is about 24 h,
and stocks weight limits are considered (see Table 4).
For confidentiality issues, tables with stocks have been
normalized.

The scheduling problem is solved in 5 iterations so
that the solver can handle more jobs in the selected
timeframe. For each iteration, 140 jobs are handled by
the MILP algorithm. The time limit for the solver has
been set to 5 minutes for each SOO sub-problem. The
solution found by the optimizer is not far from being
optimal, such as shown in Table 5. An average gap
of 1.8% from the best bound for the first sub-problem
(optimising γTHR), and an average gap of 27% from
the best bound for the second sub-problem (optimising
γOCT) is obtained. It is possible to reduce the gap by in-
creasing the solver time. Moreover, each iteration takes
on average 364.3 seconds with a standard deviation of
118.1 seconds.

The Gantt chart of the simulation is shown in Fig. 10
(for the sake of clarity, the legend shows only few jobs
although their number is far higher). The total number
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Table 6
Number of jobs completed at the end of the
simulation for each iteration

Stage
It. 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 22 24 13 35 23 24
2 23 24 23 18 23 23
3 24 24 23 14 23 22
4 14 20 23 10 15 21
5 0 0 3 3 0 20

Fig. 10. Gantt chart of the scheduling provided by the MOMILP-based
approach.

of jobs completed at each stage as well as the weight
distribution of stocks at end of the simulation and the
production targets for each iteration are reported in
Tables 6–8 respectively. The values reported in Table 7
comply with the limits provided in Table 4, as well
as the optimized throughput at each production stage
provided by the MOMILP satisfy the production targets
of the CFM with the desired tolerance as reported in
Table 8.

5.3. Case C: Mid-term planning and short-term
reaction for global scheduling and local
sequencing

In the third experiment, a combination of the de-
signed MOMILP-based approach and the auction-based
MAS is implemented. The former approach provides

Table 7
Plant stocks (%) at the end of the simulation for each
iteration

Stage
It. 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 60.2 19.1 26.8 9.7 38.1 19.3
2 56.4 18.9 27.0 10.5 37.3 19.3
3 52.4 18.9 27.2 12.0 35.8 19.4
4 50.1 17.9 26.7 14.2 34.9 18.4
5 50.1 17.9 26.2 14.2 35.4 15.1

Table 8
Production targets of CFM and MOMILP opti-
mized throughput for each production stage

Stage Targets (tons) Completed (tons)
1 2270 2490
2 2520 2720
3 2330 2550
4 2190 2400
5 2310 2520
6 3300 3300

the global scheduling of several jobs under static con-
ditions. The outcome of this method is used by the
MAS, which enables short-term local optimal decision-
making process granting consideration for detailed pro-
duction rules as per resource. For this second part of the
experiment, only the coating stage of the CR use case
described in Section 2 has been considered, because it
is enough to show sensibility for production and break-
downs. The MAS system enables dynamic decision,
while plant breakdown is represented by stopping the
equivalent plant agent. This approach also reduces pres-
sure over the technical decision makers when disrup-
tion happens, because the dynamic behaviour of MAS
enables coil agents to participate in auctions raised by
compatible plants still in operation because of the reg-
ular expression describing the targeted plants at every
step.

5.3.1. MOMILP-based simulation test
In the simulation experiment, the global scheduling

of 700 jobs each of which composed of 3 coils with
a weight of 10 tons has to be accomplished in a daily
timeframe. Same considerations are drawn for jobs se-
lection, initial stocked materials, machine average pro-
cessing times, machine setup times, process-related idle
times and stocks weight limits as reported in Case B.

The scheduling problem is solved in 5 iterations,
and 140 jobs are handled by the MILP algorithm for
each iteration. The time limit for the solver has been
set to 5 minutes for each SOO sub-problem. The so-
lution found by the optimizer is not far from being
optimal, such as shown in Table 9. An average gap
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Table 9
Optimization performances for each iteration (g = gap, t = time)

It. g 1st (%) t 1st (sec) g 2nd (%) t 2nd (sec)
1 0.0 5.1 69.6 300.4
2 8.9 300.3 30.2 300.1
3 0.0 5.4 14.6 300.5
4 0.0 5.8 9.7 300.5
5 11.4 300.3 9.7 300.1

Table 10
Number of jobs completed at the end of the
simulation for each iteration

Stage
It. 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 22 24 13 35 23 24
2 23 24 23 18 23 23
3 24 24 23 14 23 22
4 25 24 23 10 23 21
5 14 24 15 14 18 20

Table 11
Plant stocks (%) at the end of the simulation for each
iteration

Stage
It. 1 2 3 4 5 6
1 60.2 19.1 26.8 9.7 38.1 19.3
2 56.4 18.9 27.0 10.5 37.3 19.3
3 52.4 18.9 27.2 12.0 35.8 19.4
4 48.2 19.1 27.3 14.2 33.6 19.8
5 45.9 17.4 28.8 14.3 32.9 19.4

Table 12
Structure of the order sequence obtained for coating plants

OrderID JobID Plant Storage Sequence
326596 140 CO0[1-2] K 1
326597 120 CO0[1-2] K 2
326598 126 CO0[1-2] K 3
330151 130 CO0[1-2] K 4
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

of 4.1% from the best bound for the first subproblem
(optimising γTHR), and an average gap of 26.8% from
the best bound for the second subproblem (optimising
γOCT) is obtained. It is possible to reduce the gap by in-
creasing the solver time. Moreover, each iteration takes
on average 423.7 seconds with a standard deviation of
144.3 seconds.

The Gantt chart of the simulation results is shown in
Fig. 11 (for the sake of clarity, the legend shows only
few jobs although their number is far higher).

The total number of jobs completed at each stage as
well as the weight distribution of stocks at the end of the
simulation for each iteration are reported in Tables 10
and 11, respectively. The values reported in Table 11
comply with the limits provided in Table 4.

Fig. 11. Gantt chart of the scheduling provided by the MOMILP-based
approach.

The scheduling found by the developed approach
leads to an improvement of about 80% on the average
number of coils worked per day with respect to the cur-
rent practice of the real use case, while the schedul-
ing allows an improvement of 16% on the maximum
number of coils worked per day.

The total number of jobs completed at each stage is
higher than the Case B but while having no constraints
on throughput at each stage may lead to a higher γTHR

for the mid-term planning, it is desirable to guarantee a
continuous flow of production in long-term avoiding,
for example, the saturation of stocks, which could cause
the stop of some working stage. This is done through
the combination of the CFM and the MOMILP ap-
proaches as reported in Case B, by means of long-term
production targets. Production targets reflect production
costs as well which may change on a daily basis and
are currently not considered by the MOMILP.

5.3.2. Auction-based MAS simulation test
The structure of the job (orders) based outcome from

the mid-term scheduling approach obtained for Coating
plants are presented in Table 12. Each order is com-
posed from 3 coils in this particular situation, where
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Fig. 12. Temporal scheduling for three coating plants where CO03 has its own list of demanding coils but CO01 and CO02 share demanding coils.

Fig. 13. Same situation than in Fig. 12 but where CO03 suffers a disruption for a period of time and later it becomes active again.

sequence accounts for the available time where the coils
become ready for process at coating plants.

Because of the availability of coils through time,
scheduling at local plants does not need to consider
the whole set of coils because several of them will
only be available at the plant later in time, which in
practical terms means that a limited number of coils
will be active per plant to participate in auctions (those
effectively released from previous plants). Just in case,
to avoid overloads because of the number of processes
the MAS was designed to support different network
attached computers running the agents. The negotiation
platform is the single point where all the messages
are exchanged. To make things easy, Log and Browser
Agents have been placed at this node, where all the
logging records are stored.

Regarding different experiments when number of
coils waiting for a plant were between 5 and 30, the
auction process allocates six auctions per minute and
plant, with no dramatic degradation in response because
of the major delays happen for message waiting (now
set by 15 seconds granting any coil to decide if bidding
or not). In addition, nothing is required if suddenly one
coating plant becomes not available, provided that the
mask of the targeted operation for coils enables several
plants.

Another significant aspect is dealing with unex-
pected plant unavailability periods. To simulate those
different experiments have been conducted, first by en-
abling different plants to process coils according to their
technical specifications, where the sequence of opera-
tions is indicated through regular expressions, allowing
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coils to hear auctions from different plants and enabling
to continue processing when one plant has an issue.
Therefore, in Fig. 12 the regular scheduling process is
presented where plants CO01 and CO02 are targeted
for order 326596–330151 and plant CO03 has its own
orders. It can be seen how the scheduling time includ-
ing bidding, counterbidding and resolution is faster for
CO03 because coils do not need to wait different op-
tions looking to its higher benefit, which is the effect
we can observe for CO01 and CO02. Indeed, regarding
the profit in all the cases it grows from an initial level
as coils losing competitions strength their options to
win and such phenomenon is getting smaller through
time. Figure 13 presents the case when a plant (CO03)
went down during the scheduling (position 8), and it
recovers later (position 14) without any additional hu-
man intervention. In this particular case, as far as the
pending coils for CO03 have no options to apply to any
other plants they must wait that plant to be recovered
since the treatment is only carried out by that plant.

The MAS can be used not just for scheduling in the
way it was introduced here, taking advance of the micro
scheduling opportunities to consider extended factor
criteria (when coils can get access to an energy forecast
model from each plant, they can consider it in their
auction), but also the MAS can be used for production
control in such dynamic contexts.

6. Discussion and conclusions

The advantages of the hybrid method being proposed
in this paper can be appreciated not only from a direct
comparison to single algorithm-based techniques, no
matter whether they are deterministic, stochastic or evo-
lutionary based. The main advantage derives from the
fact that none of the traditional approaches can provide
efficient answers to the global capacity issues (stock
limitation of WIP) in the long-term planning and at the
same time provide flexible and efficient relocation of
items when unexpected breakdowns happen, which are
the most frequent events for the targeted industries (see
Fig. 3).

Just to illustrate the direct impact, let us focus on the
unexpected breakdowns, as the most frequent event on
the collected sample for different industries. Therefore,
just thinking in a synthetic scenario with different pro-
duction plants processing different coils belonging to
orders with different due dates, when the scheduling
is carried out by the current tools and algorithms this
means that coils to be processed in the plant having the

incident become blocked until a new production plan is
produced, which lasts between 0.5 and 1 hour. Then the
new plan is launched, the breakdown becomes solved
and another plan needs to be created. During the con-
sidered time slot of 1 to 2 hours production continued
but potentially not in an optimal way, as no guidelines
were available, which can drive the factory to violate
due dates for specific orders or at least increase the risks
of such an event. As far as those events happen many
times per week, creation of new plans is a frequent ac-
tivity impacting around 55 h/week. This high-capacity
issue is further enhanced by the fact that the experts
have different areas of expertise and means that the
quality of the planning is linked to the individual skills
of the experts. Since the new plans have to be created
as quickly as possible, the focus is on plant utilization
only. With the help of the proposed hybrid approach,
situations that have arisen due to unforeseen events and
require re-planning can be handled promptly by the
short-term MAS, which will consider available coils
to be processed in available plants, without significant
waiting time. With reference to the example mentioned,
employee capacities of approx. 55 h/week can thus be
minimized and released, which leads to a gain in effi-
ciency in the workflow-organizational processes as well
as in the planning results by the optimization of the
available plants and coils.

Based on the previous discussion, in the present
work, a hybrid approach which combines three differ-
ent strategies is proposed to deal with the production
scheduling problem of an industrial CR use case for im-
proving the flexibility of production scheduling. Each
method has its own specific strengths and limitations:
the CFM approach shows the lowest modelling preci-
sion referring to the planning granularity and cannot
handle individual coils and/or orders, but is robust and
fast in providing results with the highest forecasting
ability (e.g. 1 month). The MOMILP is very useful and
reliable in situations where the normal production flow
is not affected by disturbances. It allows maximizing
the capacity utilization providing nearly optimal solu-
tions of the scheduling problem. Nevertheless, it faces
difficulties in handling dynamic situations, and prob-
lem complexity and size may affect its solution time.
Finally, the auction-based MAS approach enables short
term local optimal decision-making process granting
consideration for detailed production rules as per re-
source. It shows its flexibility in dynamic contexts, but
it can provide suboptimal decisions from the global per-
spective. It requires close connection to the production
resources, to be aware of unavailability of resources as
well as process end-ups for coils.
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Experimental results show that a proper combina-
tion of the methods allows merging the benefits of the
single approaches while overcoming their drawbacks.
The CFM provides a robust production planning for
1 month by managing the storages capacity and planned
downtimes. The results of the CFM are then used to
feed the MOMILP approach in order to satisfy daily
production targets. The combination of MOMILP and
auction-based MAS approaches provides both a proper
and feasible resources scheduling for the upcoming 24 h
and a reactive scheduling capable to adapt its behaviour
in dynamic scenarios. Therefore, the flexibility of the
production scheduling can be improved.

On the other hand, the maintainability of the final so-
lution needs to be carefully considered for the industrial
deployment.

There are several industrial sectors which can benefit
from the adoption of the proposed method. More pre-
cisely, every real flexible/hybrid flow shop production,
such as the metallurgical, chemical, glass, paper and
food industries, which are characterized by the pres-
ence of different parallel machines in some or all stages,
and by a partly continuous production cycle, i.e. the
production runs 24 hours 7 days a week. Real flexi-
ble flow shop productions are dynamic and subject to
a wide range of uncertainties ranging from machine
breakdowns to rush orders. In order to handle such a
complex dynamic environment, it is crucial to take ad-
vantage of several approaches with different scopes and
granularities to deal with a wide range of uncertainties.

Future work will be focused on development and test-
ing of the hybrid approach in different contexts, com-
bining the results of all the methods, as well as on ad-
dressing practical aspects related to practical usability
of the system in a physical industrial scenario. Future
work also considers extending the auction criteria to in-
clude quality, energy demand as well as environmental
aspects, as well as to consider different policies in all
the time levels, to gain knowledge about the impact in
terms of transparency and governance.
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